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INTRODUCTION

WHY WE NEED GRAPHIC STANDARDS 

In order to strengthen our unique identity and build our reputation, it is important 
for the organization to present a differentiated and relevant brand and a compelling 
and consistent visual identity. 

This Brand Identity Guide is a guideline for everyone in the organization so that we 
can maintain a consistent visual identity and manage the brand as a cohesive unit. 
With the application of our brand and logo standards, we have better control over 
our identity and the image we want to project. 

This guide addresses the major issues of communication applications, but cannot 
possibly address every design situation that may arise. These standards do, 
however, establish an overall foundation for design execution and strategy. This 
guide uses terms which are defined as follows: 

•  LOGO – a graphic design that is used as a continuing symbol for a company, 
organization, or brand; it is often in the form of an adaptation of the company 
name or brand name or used in conjunction with the name 

•  BRAND IDENTITY – how you would like the public to perceive your product or 
your brand 

•  BRAND IMAGE – the perception of a brand in the minds of other people. The 
brand image is a reflection of the brand personality or product being. It is what 
people believe about a brand: their thoughts, feelings, expectations associated 
with a particular institution or company.
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LOGO CONFIGURATIONS

The Addictions and Mental Health Services - Hastings Prince Edward logo and its options were designed with the flexibility to meet various 
applications.  

The logo is made up of an icon in the abstract shape of an A and M, along with the text “Addictions and Mental Health Services” on the top line of text, and 
“Hastings Prince Edward” on the next line below. In conjunction with each other, the icon and text are considered a COMBINATION MARK type of logo.

The icon and text can be used together as a combination mark, or the icon can be used independently as a symbol of the organization, however it’s not 
advisable for the text portion of the logo to be used independently from the icon.

LOGO VERSIONS

The primary or preferred use of the logo is the Four Colour version.

FOUR COLOUR GRAYSCALE/BLACK & WHITE

REVERSED
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LOGO COLOUR PALETTE

The colour palette used by AMHS-HPE for the logo is based on the print industry standard, the PANTONE MATCHING SYSTEM®. For most applications 
the logo can be produced using CMYK, or Process colour.

Coated and Uncoated paper stocks will reflect the colours differently and computer monitors or colour laser outputs shouldn’t be used for precise 
colour matching.

DEEP ORANGE LIGHT ORANGE DEEP BLUE LIGHT BLUE

Pantone 179
Use for both coated

and uncoated papers.

CMYK 
C = 0

M = 80
Y = 100
K = 0

RGB 
R = 241
G = 90
B = 34

HEX
#F15A22

Pantone 151
Use for both coated

and uncoated papers.

CMYK 
C = 0

M = 45
Y = 100
K = 0

RGB 
R = 249
G = 157
B = 28

HEX
#F99D1C

Pantone 2728
Use for both coated

and uncoated papers.

CMYK 
C = 100
M = 55
Y = 0
K = 0

RGB 
R = 0

G = 108
B = 183

HEX
#006CB7

Pantone 299
Use for both coated

and uncoated papers.

CMYK 
C = 85
M = 10
Y = 0
K = 0

RGB 
R = 0

G = 168
B = 229

HEX
#00A8E5
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PROTECTED SPACE & MINIMUM SIZE OF THE LOGO

Keeping the logo isolated from other graphic elements and at a particular size helps preserve the clarity of the presentation.

MINIMUM PROTECTED SPACE

A minimum amount of protected space should always surround the logo in order to separate it from headlines, text, imagery 
and the outer edge of a document. The protected space is defined as 2 times the x-height in the logo, as shown below.

MINIMUM SIZE

To protect the integrity and clarity of the logo, the logo should be no smaller than 1.5 inches or 3.8 cm wide.

x-height

2x

2x

1.5 inches / 3.8 cm

2x 2x
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INCORRECT USE OF THE LOGO

To maintain brand consistency and the following are unacceptable ways of reproducing the AMHS-HPE logo.

Do not reproduce in a tint or screen (except for watermarks).

Avoid using background colours that replicate a colour(s) in the logo.

Do not reproduce reversed logo on too light of background.

Do not reproduce logo on too dark of a background.

Do not add effects including a drop shadow, bevel or glow.

Do not alter the text in any way, including changing the typeface or colors.

Addictions and Mental Health Services
Hastings Prince Edward
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INCORRECT USE OF THE LOGO

To maintain brand consistency and the following are unacceptable ways of reproducing the AMHS-HPE logo.

Do not change the logo configuration.

Avoid using bright background colours that don’t compliment the logo. 

Do not truncate the logo.

Do not rotate logo. 

Do not alter or distort the proportion of the logo.

Do not include additional text inside the logo.

Avoid using the greyscale logo on a coloured background. 

BELLEVILLE

Note: using the icon on its own is permitted
when context is related to the organization
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PREFERRED PLACEMENT OF THE LOGO

The preferred placement of the logo when used as the primary identifier is in the 
upper-center area of the document, advertisement, brochure, etc. 

When the logo is being used in a secondary role (ie. sponsor), either alone or in 
conjunction with other logos, it may be used in a lower area, with the preferred 
location being the center of the document.

In instances where readability or emphasis is impaired by using the preferred 
positioning, the logo may be placed in a more appropriate location. 
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TYPOGRAPHY

The typeface Futura Std is used for the text in the logo. 

Body copy, including headings and subheads, can be set in a font 
complimentary to your layout. Times, Helvetica, Georgia, Minion and 
Gotham are all good options. Gotham Narrow is used for this Branding 
Identity Guide.

Times

Helvetica

Georgia

Minion

Gotham
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STATIONARY

Examples of the official stationary are displayed below. All official correspondance should use the 
stationary whenever possible to maintain brand consistency.

www.amhs-hpe.ca

3 APPLEWOOD DRIVE

BELLEVILLE, ON K8P 4E3
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SIGNAGE

Signage at a facility is an opportunity to make a positive impression and an 
important way to communicate information. There are a wide variety of building 
types, building surfaces, building locations and surrounding environments that 
greatly influence how to display the logo. 

When preparing new signs the following guidelines provide specifics regarding the 
logo type and placement. 

Signs should be in good repair, clean and free of vegetative overgrowth, such as 
weeds and vines. Signs that have been designed to be illuminated should be fully 
operational. The AMHS-HPE logo is to be used horizontally only and never in a 
vertical or slanted format. The AMHS-HPE logo must be set in a horizontal rectangle 
as opposed to a square. 

Signage may include both the AMHS-HPE logo and text below the logo. In this 
instance the specific guidelines for areas of isolation should be adhered to. Below 
are simple steps to follow (note figures 1 and 2): 

•  The text below the logo aligns centered with the logo above.
•  The text below must be set in Helvetica typeface equal to the size of the  

y height of the AMHS-HPE logo. 
•  When larger text is required the x height can also be used.
•  The text below must be placed below at the distance equal to the size of the x 

height of the AMHS-HPE logo (see illustrations on the right for details). 

To maintain an adequate amount of space around the logo and any accompanying 
text, use the following guidelines (note figure 3).

Using the height of the icon in the logo as a square, leave a minimum of one icon 
square at the top and bottom, and a minimum of one icon square to the left and 
right of the logo and any accompanying text. 

15 Victoria Ave

15 Victoria Ave

x

x

x

x

y

y

x

15 Victoria Ave

1

2

3
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NAME USAGE GUIDELINES

The following guidelines are used for copy within marketing and communication material. 
The objective is to be consistent when using the brand name in all marketing and 
communication materials. 

When using the Addictions and Mental Health Services - Hastings Prince Edward name in 
text for the first time, make sure the full title is used:

 Addictions and Mental Health Services - Hastings Prince Edward

For subsequent references:

 Addictions and Mental Health Services HPE

 or 

 AMHS-HPE
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DOWNLOADING THE LOGO & IMAGES

The AMHS-HPE logo and images are readily available at www.amhs-hpe.ca/branding/  
In order to download and position the logo and images, follow the instructions below.

DOWNLOADING A LOGO OR IMAGE
•  Place your mouse pointer over the image or logo you would like to 

download.
•  Right-click.
•  Select Save Picture As…
•  Select the file folder in which you’d like to save the logo or image.
•  In the Filename field at the bottom of the pop-up box, type a new 

name for the logo or image or go to the next step.
•  Click Save.

INSERTING A LOGO OR IMAGE
•  Start up Microsoft Word or PowerPoint.
•  Open the required document.
•  Go to the Insert menu.
•  Select Picture > From File.
•  Navigate through the file folders and select the picture you’d like to 

insert.

RESIZING THE LOGO OR IMAGE (WORD AND POWERPOINT)
•  Click on the picture to select it.
•  Move the cursor over the bottom right corner. The cursor will 

change to an arrow.
•  Right-click, hold down the button and resize the photo to the size 

you’d like.
Note: Do not try to resize the picture using any of the middle anchor 
points. It will distort the image.

REVERTING BACK TO THE ORIGINAL SIZE (WORD)
•  Click on the picture.
•  The picture toolbar appears on your screen.
•  Click on the far right icon (reset icon).

MOVING THE LOGO OR IMAGE (WORD)
•  Click on the picture.
•  The picture toolbar appears on your screen.
•  Click on the Text Wrapping icon (with the dog).
•  Select Through.
•  Click on the picture and drag and drop it to where you prefer.
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MULTIMEDIA & POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS

When creating public presentations, every effort to 
maintain the brand should be exercised. Some example 
Powerpoint layouts are given at right. 

Though other layouts and arrangements are possible, some 
important considerations are:

•  Use the font Helvetica for slide show text, to maintain 
consistency with signage.

• For design, text or highlighting, either use colours 
that are used in the logo (see page 5 of this guide), or 
neutral colours such as blacks, whites and greys.

• Avoid placing other branding in the same vicinity of 
the AMHS logo, (see Protected Space page 6).

• Follow all guidelines related to the Incorrect Use Of 
The Logo (pages 7 & 8).

SLIDE SHOW TITLE

Secondary slide
Body copy

Highlighted text

Gray text

Secondary slide
Body copy

Highlighted text

Gray text

Secondary slide
Body copy

Highlighted text

Gray text

SLIDE SHOW TITLE

SLIDE SHOW TITLE
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